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INTRODUCTION1
The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dweller’s (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006
(also called the Forest Rights Act) has emerged as a landmark social legislation. Of particular
importance are the provisions relating to Community Rights (CRs) and rights over Community
Forest Resources (CFR), elaborated in Sec 3 (1) of the Act. The recognition and vesting of CFRs in
forest dwelling communities is vital since these rights acknowledge the customary relationship
between forest dwellers and their natural forests and also represent a paradigm shift from
centralised forest management towards community led and decentralized governance of forest
resources. However, since the Act has come into force (2008), the implementation of the CFR
provisions continues to be low. The Ministry of Tribal Affairs’ status reports on the implementation
of FRA for the past year show only a marginal increase in the recognition of community forest rights
and that too in only a few states (Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Odisha, and Gujarat).
This number also cannot be relied upon since these reports depend on poor and inaccurate
reporting by the states, and there is lack of clarity about diversion of forest land for development
activities under Sec 3(2) which is confused with recognition of rights over CFRs. This poor state of
implementation is due to:







Lack of dedicated institutional support in the claims and recognition process, and
obstruction and delays in implementation.
A general deficit of awareness, knowledge and capacity at various levels, particularly among
gram sabhas.
Non recognition of rights of vulnerable communities such as PVTGs, residents of forest
villages, pastoralists and nomadic communities.
Contradictory and conflicting laws and policies particularly those implemented by the forest
department (such as the Joint Forest Management program, operation of working plans,
laws and regulations on minor forest produce (MFP) etc).
Rampant diversion of forest lands and community forest resources for development projects
without gram sabha consent in utter disregard of the protection provided in the FRA, other
protective legislations (PESA) and MoEF’s own order of of FRA compliance in Forest
Diversion dated July 30, 2009.

To address these issues and to advocate the need to give highest political and executive priority to
the recognition of CFR rights, engaging with the government, policy makers and people’s
representatives has become necessary. Thus, a Public Hearing was organised by CFR-LA and AJAM2
along with other people’s networks and forums on the 14th of December 2013 at the Constitution
1

For more information on this report and the Public Hearing contact Tushar Dash (Vasundhara)
tushardash01@gmail.com or Meenal Tatpati (Kalpavriksh) meenaltatpati@gmail.com.
2
The Community Forest Rights-Learning and Advocacy (CFR-LA) process was started in 2011 to facilitate
exchange of information and experiences and to reinforce national level efforts for evidence-based advocacy
on Community Forest Rights (CFRs). This process involves organizations and individuals working at local,
national and international levels on facilitating and/or understanding CFRs. Adivasi Janjati Adhikar Manch
(AJAM) is a national level platform of particularly vulnerable tribal people formed in 2006 by Particularly
Venerable Tribal Groups (PVTGs) and other tribals/Indigenous people from 12 different states of India. It aims
to bring all tribal/indigenous peoples on a common platform to share issues, amplify their voice and engage
with the State to seek solutions to their issues.
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Club of India, New Delhi. Nearly 250 participants from national and regional civil society
organizations, networks and forums and activists from 13 states were present at the hearing. The
hearing focused on the status of recognition of community forest rights, the challenges faced by the
local communities in claiming as well as exercising their rights, issues relating to the assertion of
their rights for establishing community forest governance and diversion of forest lands without gram
sabha consent. A panel of distinguished members from civil society organizations, judiciary, policy
makers and people’s representatives heard testimonies presented by community members from
different states.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE PUBLIC HEARING
The event began with the introduction to the event by the members of CFR-LA and AJAM and
sharing of the objectives of the hearing by Tushar Dash of Vasundhara.
It was followed by presentation on the national status of community forest rights and key issues of
implementation by Ashish Kothari of Kalpavriksh. Some of the key issues that he pointed out were:
 There have been some positive developments on ground with communities across India
using the CFR provisions of the Act to assert their rights over forest resources after getting
their CFR titles, and as a tool to safeguard their forest resources against undemocratic forest
management practices.
 There has been no recognition of CFR rights of pastoralists, no habitat claims of PVTGs had
been granted and no forest village had been converted into revenue village.
 While in the past year the Ministry of Tribal Affairs, the nodal agency in charge of
implementing the FRA had taken several proactive steps like issuing guidelines and
clarifications and taking up consultations with the state governments, the implementation of
CFRs provisions has not picked up on ground in most of the states.
After the presentation, Tushar Dash introduced the members of the Jury. The jury included Madhu
Sarin, member, Campaign for Survival and dignity, Shomona Khanna ,leading advocate of the
Supreme Court and active on FRA issues, Pradip Prabhu, National Convenor of the Campaign for
Survival and Dignity and member of the Drafting Committee of the Forest Rights Act and the Rules,
Dr Velaram Ghogra, member, ICITP and Praful Bidwai, senior journalist. Guests present were, Dr
Usha Ramanathan, member of the recently constituted High Level Committee on Tribal Issues,
Members of Parliament from Odisha, Mr. Bhakta Charan Das and Mr. A V Swamy as well as Swami
Agnivesh, a social activist.
Community members from 13 states presented their testimonies before the jury and the guests. The
states represented were Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand,
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Odisha, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, West Bengal, Uttarakhand and Uttar
Pradesh. The Jury Members and some of the guests shared their observations on the testimonials
presented by the communities.
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SUMMARY OF ISSUES RAISED IN TESTIMONIALS
Obstruction in filing CFR claim:
Most of the testimonials highlighted that even after 6 years since the operationalisation of the FRA,
inadequate awareness about the provisions of CFRs, misinterpretations and lack of active
implementation mar the process of CFR claims and recognition.










In Tamil Nadu, not a single CFR title has been issued due to a stay order issued by the
Madras High Court in 2008, against the issuing of pattas or felling of trees under Sec 3(1) and
Sec 3(2) of the FRA. On 30th April 2008, after an application for vacation of this order was
moved in court by tribal organizations, the Court clarified that implementation of the Act
should proceed, but the title for any rights should be granted only after obtaining orders of
the court. However, this has been read by the implementing agencies to mean that no
processing of the claims can be taken without the order being vacated. Despite the regular
follow up action of MoTA, the administration has continued to obfuscate the issue. At
present, no CFR pattas have been issued to date.
In Himachal Pradesh, the implementation of the FRA is still restricted to only those districts
with a sizable presence of Scheduled Tribes, thus depriving the majority of Other Traditional
Forest Dwellers from the benefits of the Act. In West Bengal, the nodal agency in the North
and South 24 Parganas has not started the processes under FRA and the communities are
still deprived of filing CFR claims.
In Uttarakhand and Jharkhand, the State governments have claimed that poor
implementation of FRA is due to rights already being recognized under existing state laws.
This is contested by the local communities and is contrary to the spirit of the FRA which
permits all those with unrecognized rights to claim the same.
CFR claims have been prepared by three villages in Bodla Tehsil of Chhattisgarh’s Kabirdham
district, but gram sabhas for approving these did not take place due to the election code of
conduct being in force for the assembly elections.
In Koderma and Bokaro districts of Jharkhand, the process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR is especially difficult since these areas are affected by left-wing
extremism.

Institutional gaps:
Where the processes of FRA have been initiated, the institutional framework necessary to provide
support and to facilitate the process of recognition of rights under FRA is not in place or is not
functioning as it should.


There are continuing reports of Forest Rights Committees (FRCs) being constituted at
Panchayat level where each Panchayat has several villages as in the states of Chhattisgarh. In
most cases, members of such FRCs are not aware of their membership and their duties. Lack
of awareness, information and training on filing CFR claims in such FRCs prevents interested
communities from filing claims. There are also reports of such FRCs being manipulated by
village elites leading to conflicts.
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In most of the states claims are pending with Sub Divisional Level Committees (SDLC) for
months and years without any processing and without any information about their status.
There are several instances of the SDLC misplacing claims.
Since there is a lack of awareness at the SDLC level about CFR provisions, SDLCs refuse to
accept CFR claims citing that there are no orders to receive such claims.
CFR claims are also being confused with applications by user agencies for diversion of forest
land for development facilities under Sec 3(2) and communities are being told that CFRs
claims can be recognized on one hectare of land only.
SDLCs are also rejecting claims, which is illegal under the FRA. Further, they fail to inform the
claimants about the reasons for rejection thereby depriving them of their right to appeal.
Frequent transfers of SDLC members are leading to different interpretations of the Act by
different officers.
In Jharkhand, due to inadequate support from lower level functionaries of nodal agency,
SDLCs and District Level Committees, FRCs have to engage private amins who charge fees for
filing and verification of claims.
Officials from the forest and revenue departments refuse to provide documentary evidence
even after repeated requests made by communities under Rule 12 (4) of the FRA. They also
do not remain present at the time of field verification of claims. On the other hand forest
officials are threatening and misguiding communities against filing CFR claims.

Inadequate and inappropriate titles:
In many cases where CFR titles have been issued to communities, they are illegal, inappropriate and
faulty and not in accordance with the provisions of FRA.








Practically all CFR titles issued in Andhra Pradesh and some in Odisha are over artificial
boundaries like areas under Joint Forest Management areas rather than customary
boundaries, without gram sabhas having identified their customary boundaries as required
by the FRA Rules.
The area recognized as CFR is often far less than the area claimed by the community.
Titles are also issued without mentioning compartment numbers or by giving faulty
compartment numbers.
All the community rights claimed in the claim form by the communities are not recognized
with titles mentioning just a few like nistar and grazing rights. In some villages of Sarguja
District of Chhattisgarh, the right to protect, manage and conserve the Community Forest
Resource has not been recognized despite the communities having claimed the same.
In many cases, CFR titles have been issued with Illegal conditions such as not preventing
implementation of the forest department’s working plan which negates the community right
to protect, conserve and manage provided for by the FRA.

Issues with Governance and Management of Community Forest Resources:
Where communities have filed claims but have not received titles over the same, there is a lack of
clarity on management of resources by communities.
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In Odisha’s Mayurbhanj District, the CFR claim of village Duvia is lying pending with the SDLC
since 2011. The recent destruction caused by cyclone Phailin has resulted in several trees
being uprooted from the area claimed by the village in its CFR claim. While the community
has asked the forest department for transit passes to sell the trees, the forest department
has not yet responded.
MFP trade continues to be monopolised by tribal co-operatives and forest departments.
Restrictive orders and leases given by state governments to private parties continue to
prevent forest dwellers from exercising their ownership rights over MFP.
In places where communities were accessing and managing forests earlier, refusal to process
and recognise their claims, and restriction over community access to forests have resulted in
conflicts over management between communities and the forest authorities. In
Kumbhalgarh Wildlife Sanctuary of Rajasthan, communities are refusing to control forest
fires since their rights are not being recognised and there are restrictions placed on their
customary access to grazing lands inside the Sanctuary.
Exercise of management rights by the gram sabha is constrained by continuation of contrary
plans and programmes such as JFM, forest working and management plans and plantations
on recognised or claimed CFRs.
There is also a lack of proactive institutional support for communities to manage CFRs. In
places where communities want to manage their forests and have asked for technical
support, it is not being provided.

Areas that require immediate attention:
Protected Areas(PAs)
Implementation of FRA continues to be tardy or non-existent in PAs in most states.








In Sunderbans, the forest administration declared the Tiger Reserve (TR) as a no human
zone, while rejecting any settlement of rights under WLPA and the recognition of rights
under FRA. This is a gross violation of the FRA which is applicable on all forest lands including
PAs.
The primary reason being cited for the non- recognition of rights in PAs is that PAs do not
come under the FRA, despite several clarifications having been issued in this regard. This has
resulted in CFR claims from Wadala village in Tadoba TR being rejected by the SDLC and CFR
claims of five villages of Kumbhalgarh Wild Life Sanctuary (WLS) remaining pending, without
any information being provided to the gram sabhas about the status of their claims.
In PAs where CFR rights have been recognised, exercise of these rights continues being
restricted and communities continue to face harassment by PA officials. In Nagzira WLS of
Maharashtra, communities are being fined for exercising their grazing rights although they
have received titles for their community forest rights including grazing rights.
There are continuing reports of illegal evictions without recognition of rights under the FRA
being completed, or the settlement of rights under Wild Life Protection Act, 1972 being
followed in gross violation of both the laws. In Achanakmar TR and the Bar-Navpada WLS,
out of 20 villages proposed to be relocated 7 villages have already been relocated. CFR
claims filed by villages like Dawanpur, which lies in the buffer of Achanakmar TR,where coexistance is meant to be promoted have been rejected by the SDLC.
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Areas facing forest land diversion








While diverting vast forest lands for non-forest purposes, the guidelines issued by the
Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF) in August 2009 requiring gram sabha
resolutions stating that the process of recognition of rights under FRA has been completed,
and that they give their informed consent for the diversion before forest clearance is given,
are being breached in practically all cases.
In some cases, even before claims are filed or can be processed, several illegal means are
being used to obtain consent from gram sabhas. In Nawadih Taluka, Bokaro district of
Jharkhand, villages are being asked to sign No Objection Certificates to give up their forests
for coal mines proposed by Central Coal India Ltd. In the Mahan Forests of Singrauli district,
gram sabhas were conducted by company officials and lower level government officials and
fake signatures were taken on gram sabha resolutions consenting to the diversion of forests.
In Kanker District, Durgukondal Taluka of Chhattisgarh, CFR claims of villages whose
customary forests are being affected by the Kalwar-Nangur iron ore mines are pending with
the SDLC since 2011. In Akidia village of Alirajpur District of Madhya Pradesh located
adjoining the Narmada Valley where eco-tourism projects are being launched, the
community has filed CFR claims but has not received any response.
For communities that have been displaced or evicted from their original residence by
developmental projects, filing claims under the FRA is especially difficult. In 1968, Ugai
village in Gujarat was displaced due to a dam on the river Tapi. The land over which the
village was rehabilitated has not been converted into a revenue village under Sec 3(1) (h).
Baiga communities in Chhattisgarh, displaced due to Kawardha bauxite mines are facing
several hurdles while trying to claim CFR rights under FRA. In Odisha’s Deogarh district, a
village relocated due to the Rengali Dam has claimed rights under Sec 3(1)(h) but there has
been no response from the SDLC yet.

Groups that require immediate attention:
Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups




PVTGs have been demanding and claiming rights, including habitat rights in different states.
Habitat rights range over landscapes that may cover forest as well as revenue land and
seasonal use lands of communities. The identification and definition of the habitats of PVTGs
on the ground and the institutional arrangement for their governance and management
requires in depth analysis and clarifications. In Odisha’s Keonjhar District, about 68 Juang
villages have filed a claim for their habitat right over their customary territory. However,
even as their claim remains pending they have been forced, by the lower level officials, to
file CFR claims.
These communities also have to face several hurdles in exercising and claiming their rights
under the FRA. The Pahadi Korwa community in Chhattisgarh’s Makad village in Balrampur
district is facing difficulty in accessing their forests due to digging of pits for watershed
development and wire-fencing on their forest land being carried out under the JFM
programme of the forest department. In Mandla district of Madhya Pradesh, the Baiga
community of Mansa village is demanding the implementation of FRA in their village for the
past 6-7 months, through a non-violent protest.
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In the Kalahandi and Rayagada districts of Odisha, the Dongaria Kondhs who opposed the
Niyamgiri bauxite mining project are facing threats from para-military forces.

Pastoralists






Rights of pastoralists are being ignored in most states. There is a lack of clarity about the
mechanism for claiming rights involving multiple gram sabhas especially in case of nomadic
and seasonal pastoralists. Many legal decisions on grazing lands continue to exclude
involvement of pastoralists. In states like Himachal Pradesh, where implementation of FRA
has been very slow, nomadic pastoralists are facing tremendous pressures in accessing their
traditional grazing lands.
National Parks and Sanctuaries are being declared and grazing areas are being fenced off
without recognition of their rights under FRA. In many places, obtaining grazing permits has
become difficult. In Kumbhalgarh WLS, the Raika community is facing restrictions on grazing
and accessing the forests as the forest department has started erecting fences on forest
land. Five villages from this region have filed CFR claims with the SDLC which are still
pending.
After a prolonged struggle to implement FRA in the Banni grasslands of Kutch, the Maldharis
have begun electing their FRCs.

OTFDs




There was a general misunderstanding in several states about the FRA as a “scheme for
tribals” right from the time the FRA was in its first phase of implementation. This coupled
with the wrong interpretation of OTFDs requiring proof of “occupation” (and not proof of
“residence” as stipulated under the FRA and as clarified by the guidelines issued by MoTA) of
forest land for three generations prior to 13th December 2005, has resulted in the poor
recognition of rights of OTFDs.
In West Bengal, the 24 North and South Parganas, covering the vast Sunderban forests,
which have a sizable OTFD population have been left out of implementation of the FRA. In
Himachal Pradesh, till March 2012, the state government had initiated the implementation
only in Tribal districts and still continues to take little notice of claims by OTFDs.
RECOMMENDATIONS BY COMMUNITIES

1. Carrying out CFR campaign on mission mode: Nodal agencies in the state should carry out
mass awareness programmes at the village, gram sabha and panchayat level to sensitise
communities about their CFR rights under the FRA.
2. Training on provisions of CFRs: Regular consultations and training of FRCs, SDLC and DLC
officials as well as elected representatives must be carried out on the scope and objectives
of the FRA and to explain their duties and responsibilities in terms of CFR claims. Wherever
possible, FRCs must be re-constituted at the level of the hamlets rather than at the
Panchayat level.
3. Role of the other departments: The Forest Department must co-operate with communities
who want to file CFR claims, provide documents that have been asked for and remain
present for joint verifications. The revenue department should co-operate in providing
documents for filing claims (proactively handing over information of each village to the
9

village gram sabha) as well remain present for joint verification. The nodal agencies (Tribal
Welfare Departments) must provide support to communities for trade in Minor Forest
Produce.
4. Time frame for processing claims: There has to be a time-frame for SDLC and DLC to process
claims.
5. Compliance of FRA in Forest Diversion proposals: Compliance of FRA in forest diversion as
stipulated under the August 2009 clarification issued by the MOEF should be strictly
followed. MoEF needs to ensure that rights are not compromised for faster clearances of
developmental projects. In case of violations of the FRA, stringent action must be taken
against officials, private enterprises.
OBSERVATIONS BY THE JURY
Pradeep Prabhu
The struggle for rights over forests can be traced back more than 200 years ago, to 1770. Since then,
forests have steadily been commoditised. This has led to fragmentation of the communities
dependent on these forests. It should be noted that forests cannot survive without community
customs and traditions. Along with recognition to CFRs, protection and conservation of the forests is
equally important which will be true freedom for forest dwellers. The fact that rights are never given
but taken by the right holders who have to enforce their rights, calls for sustained efforts to
empower communities by mobilize them to claim their rights, and force the state administration to
record their rights. The gram sabha as a critical institution in the recognition of rights, should also
empowered with capacities to fulfill its role as the arbiter of rights as provided in Sec. 6 of the FRA.
Efforts to empower the communities to enforce recognition of their rights are absolutely necessary.
In the case of the CFRs the role of the community should not be limited to merely an usu-frutory
function but the gram sabha must be enabled through capability building to undertake efficacious
conservation for sustainable use of forest resources.
Dr.Velaram Ghogra
CFR rights are extremely important to safeguard tribal culture. This sharing of experiences from 11
states has been a learning process for communities by allowing exchange of information. The IFA
1927 should be seen in a new light, re-read to match the provisions of the FRA.
Madhu Sarin
The rationale behind the FRA, especially CFR rights was to hand back to communities what always
belonged to them by recognising their pre-existing rights. The unique provision in the FRA of making
the gram sabha the initiating authority was designed to free claimants from the clutches of the
bureaucracy and its abuse of power. However, the testimonials make it clear that the gram sabhas
remain unempowered, keeping the claimants trapped in bureaucratic mechanisms and procedures
which is depriving communities from getting their diverse rights recognized. Communities have a
long struggle ahead for realizing the full potential of the FRA and all concerned agencies need to
focus on empowering gram sabhas to play the role envisaged for them.
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Shomona Khanna
Communities need to equip themselves for a long struggle for implementation of the Forest Rights
Act, because the foundational principles of the Act are contrary to the established dynamics of
power, ownership and control of resources, governance, and the notion of property itself. For this,
communities must be aware that simply filing a claim and expecting the system to take it forward is
not going to work. They have to raise their awareness of the law as well as legal procedures, and
ensure agility in the face of opposition, which is definitely going to come.. When I say that
communities will be facing a long struggle and challenges on the legal front, it is not my intention to
demoralize or cause them to lose faith. Instead, gatherings such as this one are a sign of synergising
energies.
REMARKS BY GUESTS
Swami Agnivesh
Along with material resources, safeguarding out cultural resources is equally important. Thus,
recognition of CFR rights and safeguarding the cultural heritage of the tribals must go hand in hand.
Schemes that aim to push tribals to accept the existing economic structure are problematic. SO are
the efforts to herd them into mainstream religious practices.
Bhakta Charan Das (Member of Parliament, Odisha)
Tribals must be empowered to manage and conserve their forests. Along with the FRA there are
special provisions for tribals in the Constitution of India. The Centre must acknowledge that it has
failed to operationalise the provisions of the FRA. The MoTA minister is playing a proactive role to
ensure implementation. Forest Dwellers will have to struggle by ignoring the imposed structures but
non-violently to get their rights recognised.
A V Swamy (Menber of Parliament, Odisha)
We the people, the community are the government in our villages. It is difficult for communities to
identify with small pieces of land. Members of Parliament need to pay special attention to ensure
the rights of tribals are recognised.
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ANNEXURE I: TESTIMONIALS FORMAT FOR TESTIMONIAL FOR 14TH DECEMBER PUBLIC HEARING
Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:
Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka
 Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)
 Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)
 Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of
CFRs (habitat of pastoralist community
or conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed
 Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed
 Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)
 Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR.
 Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims
Management of community forest resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and
management plan, response from the
forest department and other
government agencies)
 Issues and problems relating to
exercising of rights over the minor forest
produce (in collection, harvesting and
marketing and response from the govt
agencies)
Issues relating to diversion of forest land and
compliance of FRA in the process of diversion:
Issues relevant to CFR recognition and
management (such as illegal relocation,
restrictions placed on forest use), where the
area falls under a Protected Area:
12

Any other important issues/cases relating to
CFR:
Actions taken by community and response from
the government:
Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:

Explanation:
CFR or Community Forest Rights here mean the rights listed under Sec 3(1), clauses (b), (c), (d), (e),
(h), (i), (j), (k) and (l) of the Forest Rights Act (FRA).
Suggestions for filling up the format:
The above format is suggested for collection of testimonials on issues relating to claiming and
recognition of CFRs under the Forest Rights Act (FRA). Organisations supporting/facilitating CFR
processes are requested to collect the testimonials in this format from community members. The
testimonials will be presented by the community members themselves in the public hearing.
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CENTRE FOR PEOPLE’S FORESTRY, ANDHRA PRADESH
Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:
Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka




Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)
Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed

SAMYOGITA
25-11-13
A.P, Srikakkulam, Hiramandalam, Saravakota
and Seetampeta.

Reserve Forest

ST, PTG

NTFP, Tanks, Natural brooks.



Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed

Total forest area in Srikakulam District is
(68641 ha) out of which Savara Bonthu 171
acres, Colony Maluva 240 acres, Manapuram
228 acres, Titukupai 2.94 acres, Ambalagandi 34
acres, Seedhi 440 acres, Godiapadu 82 acres,
Kusumuru 252 acres, Titukupaiguda 104 acres,
Kottakota 220 acres have been claimed.



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)

From one year, claims lying with the SDLC.



Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR.

Department people did not come for joint
verification hence Gram sabha members and
FRC committee did the verification and
submitted the claim papers at SDLC



Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims

Management of community forest resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and

Government is not at all interested in sorting
out community claims. They are not coming for
joint verification and from past one year rarely
any community claims have been recognised.
And whatever community titles were given
before are in name of VSS, which is not in
accordance to law of the act.

CFR management committees are not formed.
No is initiating the process.
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management plan, response from the
forest department and other
government agencies)


Issues and problems relating to
exercising of rights over the minor forest
produce (in collection, harvesting and
marketing and response from the govt
agencies)
Any other important issues/cases relating to
CFR:
Actions taken by community and response from
the government:

Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:

Traditionally, tribals collect and sell many forms
of NTFP (like hill broom, Naramaidi and
bamboo) but FD objects to this.

FD is requesting maps of traditional village
forest boundaries from revenue department,
which are not available.
There is continuous lobbying from the
community. Community representation during
SDLC meeting and DLC meeting was done. From
each village letters were sent to SDLC, DLC
members and Tribal commissioner, Andhra
Pradesh. The response from government
departments is that they will take up this entire
claim in second phase of implementation. And
when asked time limit for second phase of
implementation, they said that there is no dead
line.
FD should cooperate and recognise their
traditional forest boundaries.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF FOREST RIGHTS RECOGNITION ACT 2006 IN AP- STATUS
Dr.Palla Trinadha Rao
From the mid 19th Century the colonial state and the princely Hyderabad state both gradually
appropriated forests and land, so that today the forest estate represents about 23.2% of the state
(63,814km2). However 65 percent of the total forest cover of the State located in the scheduled
area3 belt, inhabited by predominantly Tribals. The Parliament enacted the Scheduled Tribes and
other “Traditional Forest Dwellers(Recognition of Forest Rights)Act 2006 (the FRA) to undo the
historical injustice suffered by tribal communities.
The Key aspects of FRA are land ownership right; Community right ownership of NTFP; and right to
protect, regenerate or conserve or mange any community forest resources which they have been
traditionally protecting and conserving for sustainable use. Thus the FRA is recognizing rights over
forest resources (i.e also for collective management and use) and as such lays the basis for renewing
decentralized, community based natural resource governance. The Gram Sabha shall also be the
authority to initiate the process of determining the nature and extent of individual or community
forest rights. The Rules under the Forest Rights Recognition Act 2006, referred the Gram Sabha as
defined in PESA in its application to the Scheduled Areas. However the administrative ‘village’ under
the AP Panchayat Raj Act 1994 at the Gram Panchayat level was adopted for the purpose of
implementing the Forest Rights Recognition Act in Andhra Pradesh. This poses the problem of
unweildly Gram Sabha which cannot function as required, particularly in passing any resolution on
the claims with two-thirds quorum as required under the Forest Rights Act4. Unfortunately the State
Governments diabolically created parallel structures to the Panchayat Raj bodies or units of local
governance to delimit the role of local bodies with an intention to safeguard its imperialist frame.
The JFM committees-Vana Samrakshana Samithis(VSS) which are based on executive orders with no
formal legal standing, stand as an example of such structures. The VSSs under World Bank assisted
Forestry Projects are in operation which negates and violates the powers of Panchayat Raj Bodies.
This kind of policy is not only weakening the traditional cohesiveness of villages but also affecting
the community rights over forest resources. The Government of Andhra Pradesh granted community
forest rights titles to more than 1669 VSSs over Ac.9.48 lakh forest lands, by the end of May 2010
3

Scheduled Areas of Vijayanagaram,Visakhapatnam,East,West Godavari Districts,
Kammam,Warangal,Adilabad and Mahaboobnagar districts. Scheduled Areas means areas notified by
President under Fifth Schedule to the Constitution of India.
4
Reddy, M. Gopinath, K. Anil Kumar, P. Trinadha Rao And Oliver Springate-Baginski 2010 Obstructed Access To
Forest Justice: An Institutional Analysis Of The Implementation Of Rights Reform In Andhra’s Forested
Landscapes-(Ippg: Manchester)
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instead of Gram Sabha or community against the letter and spirit of Forest Rights Recognition Act as
well as PESA. The Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Govt of india,5 held that the grant of Community Forestry
Rights titles to VSS is illegal and it directed the authorities for its withdrawal. The directive is very
clear that denial of individual rights and community rights over such VSS areas would also be illegal.
However the State Government is dillydallying in nullifying the CFR titles granted in favor of VSSs.
Community forest rights:
In respect of community forest rights 10965 applications received covering an extent of Ac.1279206,
of which 2106 community forest rights titles were distributed covering an extent of Ac.9,79,207, as
per the Tribal Welfare Department reports by 3rd December 2012. Among the CFR titles only 437
were distributed to community covering the extent of around 31 thousands. The rest were granted
in the name of VSSs.
Rights to NTFP:
The Girijan Co-operative Corporation (GCC) which is a sole agent under the A.P. Scheduled Areas
Minor Forest Produce (Regulation of Trade) Regulation, 1979. This monopoly right continues despite
the provisions of AP PESA in force, which empowers Gram Sabha to ownership and control of Minor
Forest Produce as well as the subsequent Forest Rights Act 2006 which further reinforces this
provision in detail. Both the forest and Girijan Cooperative Corporations are creating troubles to
tribals in disposal of their collection of NTFP from the forests.
(Contact:ptrinadharao@sify.com; Mobile:09848166448)

( A status paper prepared for the PUBLIC HEARING ON COMMUNITY FOREST RIGHTS on 14th
December 2013,being organised by CFR Learning and Advocacy group and Adivasi Janjati Adhikar
Manch (AJAM) and other networks, at Constitution Club of India, New Delhi.)

5

Ref: Do Letter No 23011/11/2013(FRA), Govt. of India, Ministry of Tribal Affairs.
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TESTIMONIAL (ANDHRA PRADESH)

RECORDED; TRINADHA RAO

Andala Mangireddy s/o Pentayya, age 35 years, Ex.Sarpanch, Pullangi Gram
Panchayat, Maredumill Mandal, East Godavari District, Andhra Pradesh.
I belong to Kondareddy(PVTG). Iam resident of Gundrathi, Pullangi Gram anchayat. I floated
a forum for minor forest produce collectors to get supportive price for their collection . I am
the president of the forum. I have collected hillbrooms from our tribals in our Gram
Panchayat Area to sell them for better price. I represented the matter to local Project
Officer, ITDA, Rampachodavaram, East Godavari District. The PO asked the Girijan Co
operative Corporation(GCC) to purchase the hillbrooms from the tribals. The Manager, GCC
informed that the purchase of hillbrooms in the season was exhausted and he could not
purchase further. He also said that the Godowns filled with the Hillbrooms. Then the PO
asked a Velugu project unit working under Ministry of Rural Development, to purchase the
hillbrooms from tribals. They also said that there is no scope for them to purchase the
hillbrooms, the allocated budget for purchase of minor forest produce was saturated. Then I
decided to sell the hillbrooms at Rajahmundry city for better price. Then both the GCC and
Forest Department obstructed our transport of hill brooms from our tribal area to outside.
The PO also sought a clarification about the rights of tribals over minor forest produce, from
the commissioner of Tribal Welfare. The Commissioner of Tribal Welfare answered that the
tribals have right to minor forest produce and they can transport to outside. I obtained that
clarification from the office of Project Office, ITDA,Rampachodavaram
Then I filed on behalf of tribal minor forest produce collectors in the High court (Writ
Petition(12493/12) against opposing the transport of MFP to outside by the GCC and Forest
Department. Agency Human Rights Centre, a field wing of Resource For Legal Action
supported my case. My case is that Forest Rights Recognition Act and PESA Act ensured us
to collect the minor forest produce and dispose it off and the departments should cause
hindrance to our transport of minor forest produce. The AP High Court passed an order in
2012 restraining both the Forest/GCC from Tribals collection of MFP and sale of the same at
outside.However the Forest Department is creating troubles to us by stopping the transport
of hillbrooms .
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ADIWASI JAN VAN ADHIKAR MANCH, CHHATTISGARH, KABIRDHAM (PANDARIYA, LUDDUTOLA)

Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:

Sri Hare Singh Gond
Adiwasi Jan Van Adhikar Manch/
Adiwasi Samta Manch

Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka



Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)

 Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed
 Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed

03-12-2013
Chhattisgarh, Kabirdham, Pandariya
(Panchayat:Damgarh; Village:Luddutola)

Unclassified

Gond
CFR claims filed in year 2010 for area of 489
hectare of community forest and grazing land



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)

The community than submitted the claim to
Subdivisional Magistrate on 29.03.2010



Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR.

Though Gram Sabha members prepared it and
Sarpanch and Panchayat Sachiv put their
signature on the claim form but they as well as
Van Adhikar Samiti(which is constituted at
Panchayat level and not at gram sabha level)
did not accepted it saying that there is no order
from above and they don’t know anything
about collective rights under FRA and directed
the community members to submit the claim to
Subdivisional Magistrate or tehshildar.



Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims

After the submission of claim in the office of
Sub Divisional Magistrate both the Karyakartas
of Adiwasi Samta Manch and Community
members have inquired from the SDM office at
least 4-5 times but they have neither issued
rejection nor have forwarded it to DLC nor
issued any intimation.
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It is to be noted that the community faced
enormous problem in securing claim form.
And after the submission at SDM office till now
nobody has came for verification.
Management of community forest resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and
management plan, response from the
forest department and other
government agencies)

The FRC is constituted at Panchayat level and
not at gram sabha level. Most of the members
are not aware that they are the member of FRC.
Very recently the FRC is re-constituted and in
this reconstituted body 2 community members
from each aashrit village of the Panchayat- have
been taken as members .There is no
conservation or management plan and forest
department is completely silent on CFR.



Issues and problems relating to
exercising of rights over the minor forest
produce (in collection, harvesting and
marketing and response from the govt
agencies)
Issues relating to diversion of forest land and
compliance of FRA in the process of diversion:
Issues relevant to CFR recognition and
management (such as illegal relocation,
restrictions placed on forest use), where the
area falls under a Protected Area:
Actions taken by community and response from
the government:

Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:

As a follow up after the submission of claim in
SDM office community members and
Karyakartas of Adiwasi Samta Manch have keep
reminding Panchayat Sachiv,Sarpanch and SDM
on several occasions.
The government should immediately complete
the verification process and issue Collective
rights Pattas.
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ADIWASI JAN VAN ADIKAR MANCH, CHHATTISGARH, KABIRDHAM (PANDARIYA, BHANGITOLA)
Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:

Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka





Sri Kunwar Singh Gond
Adiwasi Jan Van Adhikar Manch/
Adiwasi Samta Manch
03-12-2013
Chhattisgarh, Kabirdham, Pandariya
(Panchayat:Polmi; Village:Bhangitola)

Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)

Unclassified

Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

Baiga(PVTG),Gond,OBCs



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of
CFRs (habitat of pastoralist community
or conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed

CFR claims filed in year 2010 for community
cum Nistar Vans



Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed

356 ha



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)

The community than submitted the claim to
Sub divisional Magistrate on 29.03.2010. After
submission to SDM, there is no reply in terms of
sending the claim back to community or passing
it forward to DLC and no intimation of any kind
to the gram sabha.



Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR.

Though Gram Sabha members prepared it and
Sarpanch and Panchayat Sachiv put their
signature on the claim form but they as well as
Van Adhikar Samiti(which is constituted at
Panchayat level and not at gram sabha level)
did not accepted it saying that there is no order
from above and they don’t know anything
about collective rights under FRA and directed
the community members to submit the claim to
Subdivisional Magistrate or tehshildar .
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Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims

Management of community forest resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and
management plan, response from the
forest department and other
government agencies)
 Issues and problems relating to
exercising of rights over the minor forest
produce (in collection, harvesting and
marketing and response from the govt
agencies)
Any other important issues relating to CFR:

Actions taken by the community and response
from governmental agencies:

Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:

After the submission of claim in the office of
Sub Divisional Magistrate both the Karyakartas
of Adiwasi Samta Manch and Community
members have inquired from the SDM office at
least 8-9 times but they have neither issued
rejection nor have forwarded it to DLC nor
issued any intimation.
It is to be noted that community faced
enormous problem in securing claim form. And
after the submission at SDM office till now
nobody has came for verification.
There is no conservation or management plan
and forest department is completely silent on
CFR .

The FRC is constituted at Panchayat level and
not at gram sabha level. Most of the members
are not aware that they are the member of FRC
.Very recently the FRC is re-constituted and in
this reconstituted body 2 community members
from each aashrit village of the Panchayat have
been taken as members.
As a follow up after the submission of claim in
SDM office community members and
Karyakartas of Adiwasi Samta Manch have keep
reminding Panchayat Sachiv,Sarpanch and SDM
on several occasions.
The government should immediately complete
the verification process and issue Collective
rights Pattas.
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ADIWASI JAN VAN ADHIKAR MANCH, CHHATTISGARH, KABIRDHAM (PANDARIYA,
BHELWANAKAN)

Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:
Date:
Location details for the case presented:


State, District, Taluka



Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)



Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

Sri Jarhu Baiga
Adiwasi Jan Van Adhikar Manch/
Adiwasi Samta Manch
03-12-2013

Chhattisgarh, Kabirdham, Pandariya
(Panchayat:Polmi; Village:Bhelwanakan)

Unclassified

Baiga(PVTG),Gond,OBCs



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of
CFRs (habitat of pastoralist community
or conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed
 Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed

CFR claims filed in year 2010 for area of 200
hectare of community cum Nistar Vans



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (Gram Sabha/SDLC/DLC)

The community then submitted the claim to
Sub divisional Magistrate on 29.03.2010.



Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR.

Though Gram Sabha members prepared it and
Sarpanch and Panchayat Sachiv put their
signature on the claim form but they as well as
Van Adhikar Samiti (which is constituted at
Panchayat level and not at gram sabha level)
did not accept it saying that there is no order
from above and they don’t know anything
about collective rights under FRA and directed
the community members to submit the claim to
Subdivisional Magistrate or tehshildar.
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Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims

Management of community forest resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and
management plan, response from the
forest department and other
government agencies)

After the submission of claim in the office of
Sub Divisional Magistrate both the Karyakartas
of Adiwasi Samta Manch and Community
members have inquired from the SDM office at
least 8-9 times but they have neither issued
rejection nor have forwarded it to DLC nor
issued any intimation. It is to be noted that
community faced enormous problem in
securing claim form. No verification done yet.
The FRC is constituted at Panchayat level and
not at gram sabha level. Most of the members
are not aware that they are the member of FRC.
Very recently the FRC is re-constituted and in
this reconstituted body 2 community members
from each aashrit village of the Panchayat- have
been taken as members .There is no
conservation or management plan and forest
department is completely silent on CFR .



Issues and problems relating to
exercising of rights over the minor forest
produce (in collection, harvesting and
marketing and response from the govt
agencies)
Issues relating to diversion of forest land and
compliance of FRA in the process of diversion:
Issues relevant to CFR recognition and
management (such as illegal relocation,
restrictions placed on forest use), where the
area falls under a Protected Area:
Any other important issues/cases relating to
CFR:
Actions taken by the community and response
from governmental agencies:

Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:

As a follow up after the submission of claim in
SDM office community members and
Karyakartas of Adiwasi Samta Manch have keep
reminding Panchayat Sachiv, Sarpanch and SDM
on several occasions.
The government should immediately complete
the verification process and issue Collective
rights Pattas.
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ADIWASI JAN VAN ADHIKAR MANCH, CHHATTISGARH, KANKER (BHANUPRATAPUR, SAHKATTA)

Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:
Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka





Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)
Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

Sri Shankarlal
Adiwasi Jan Van Adhikar Manch/
Adiwasi Samta Manch
03-12-2013
Chhattisgarh, Kanker(North Bastar),
Bhanupratapur (Panchayat:Pharaskot;
Village:Sahkatta)

Nistar Van,grazing land,Bade Jhar Ke Jungle &
Chote Jhar Ke Jungle etc

Gond &Halba &OBC



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of
CFRs (habitat of pastoralist community
or conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed

CFR claims filed in year 2013 for Nistar Van,
grazing land, Bade Jhar Ka Jungle & Chote Jhar
Ka Jungle ,ghothan, pahar chhattan,Sitla Mata
Mandir,Thakur Dev etc.



Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)

Claims with SDLC



Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR.

It is to be noted that community faced
enormous problem in securing claim form.



Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims

As a follow up after the submission of claim
community members and Karyakartas of
Adiwasi Samta Manch have keep reminding
Panchayat Sachiv,Sarpanch and SDM on several
occasions.

Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:

The government should immediately complete
the verification process and issue Collective
rights Pattas.
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JAN SAHAYOGI MANCH, CHHATTISGARH, KANKER (BHANUPRATAPUR, BARVI)
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JAN SAHYAOGI MANCH, CHHATTISGARH, KANKER (CHARAMA, RAMPURI)

28

29

JAN SAHAYOGI MANCH, CHHATTISGARH, KANKER (CHAMARA, KAHADGONDI)

30

31

CASA, CHHATTISGARH, KANKER (DURGUKONDAL, TAMODA)

32

33

34

35

CHAUPAL, CHHATTISGARH, SARGUJA (LAKHANPUR, UDAIPUR, LUNDRA)

36

37

38

39

40

LOK AASTHA SEVA SANSTHAN, CHHATTISGARH, GARIYABAND (CHURA BLOCK)

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

ADIWASI SEVA MANDAL, CHHATTISGARH, BALRAMPUR (RAJPUR)

49
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52

53
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SAHJEEVAN, GUJARAT, KUTCH (BHUJ)

Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:
Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka

Ramesh Bhatti
Sahjeevan
At. Bhuj, distirict Kutch, Gujarat
7-12-2013
Gujarat, District Kutch, Taluka Bhuj



Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)

Area: Banni Grassland (Protected forest)
Total area 2500 Sq. K.m.



Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

Community: Pastoralist
There are 48 villages whose habitats are inside
the protected area, 7000 families, 95% are
Pastoralist and dependent totally for Grazing
and livelihood



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of
CFRs (habitat of pastoralist community
or conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed



Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)

Actions taken by the community and response
from governmental agencies:

Other parts of Kutch, some villages have
formed FRCs (specifickly in where pastoral
communities are dependent in forest.

Pastoralist are keen to recognise community
rights over banni grassland. All 48 villages yet to
be converted from forest villages into revenue
villages, where the villages have Gamtal
(habitation).

Recently FRA process has been initiated by local
administration for formation of FRCs at village
level, till date total around 15 FRCs have been
formed in Banni grassland area.
Sahjeevan with Banni Breeders Association has
followed-up with District level Department and
State level officials for Implementation of FRA
and capacity building of community
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NAYA SAWERA VIKAS KENDRA, JHARKHAND, BOKARO (NAWADHI)

Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:

Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka




Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)
Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

Phulchand Murmu
Mob. No 9801683884
Panchayat- Palamu
Naya Sawera Vikas Kendra
Contact No. 09431556892/09608677661
Email-epnsvk@gmail.com,
nayasawera_vikaskendra@rediffmail.com
29.11.2013
Jharkhand ,Bokaro, Taluka – Nawadih

Reserve Forest

ST,OTFD community



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of
CFRs (habitat of pastoralist community
or conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed

CFR claimed is based on the exiting Natural
resource, minor forest produce, forest
management. CFR form 3(1)kha and 3(1)ga are
filled for claim.



Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed

822.05 ha (Palamu 232.24ha, Badkikudi
428.55ha, Chotikikudi 161.269ha)



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)

At SDLC level village note, khatyan part 2 and
forest map, voter list and amin were been
demanded by the community but not yet
received. Now villagers have decided for the
CFR claim at the gram sabha level.
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Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims

Management of community forest resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and
management plan, response from the
forest department and other
government agencies)



Issues and problems relating to
exercising of rights over the minor forest
produce (in collection, harvesting and
marketing and response from the govt
agencies)

Issues relating to diversion of forest land and
compliance of FRA in the process of diversion:
Issues relevant to CFR recognition and
management (such as illegal relocation,
restrictions placed on forest use), where the
area falls under a Protected Area:

Any other important issues/cases relating to
CFR:

Actions taken by community and response from
the government:

Not taken any steps or field visit done by
Government agencies due to area affected by
naxalities

Lack of interest and cooperation regarding the
management of CFR under FRA. Forest right
Committees are formed by government but it is
not functioning adequately since members are
unaware about their presence in the committee
and unable to fulfil their roles and
responsibilities. These committees are not
guided properly by forest department and other
government agencies. Lack of coordination
between forest department and government
department/officers

No problems in relating to exercising of rights
over the minor forest produce (in collection,
harvesting and marketing

The presence of coal mines in the area,
government wants to give Forest area under
Central Coal India Ltd.
Government is trying to ignore the CFR
recognition and management. It has given blank
NOC format to FRC (mentioning about the area
should be handed over to Kavery Coal Mining
Project, at the border of Bermo and Nawadih
Block and that the community should give
written NOC in favour of the coal mine
project). Villagers were asked to sign the blank
NOC forcefully. Village level FRC members are
being misguided for the purpose of getting
NOC.
The other important issue related to Bermo
block, village Bandukbeda where people are
totally displaced and lost their existence due to
coal mine.
Community knowing their rights under FRA and
are approaching to gram sabha for claiming CFR
and regretting the NOC. Government is not
trying to take initiation in favour of FRC and
wants to get NOC by hook or crook.
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Any other important issues relating to CFR:

Actions taken by the community and response
from governmental agencies:

Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:

Villagers are not being supported by either govt
officials or Forest department officials for
claiming CFR and thus villagers themselves are
appointing private amin for preparing village
map in order to take CFR claim.
Community approached the forest department
in written for site verification to the gram
sabha.
Other government agencies like forest
department are also not in favour of CFR.
PRI should be given power for executing FRA
Government officer should know about the FRA
for proper implementation and implement the
act properly. Reformation of FRC should
recognised by the govt.

NOC FOR THE MINING PROJECT
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NAYA SAWERA VIKAS KENDRA, JHARKHAND, KODERMA (MARKACHO)
Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:

Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka




Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)
Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

Ramesh Murmu
Mob. No 8084172163
Panchayat- Dagarnawa
Naya Sawera Vikas Kendra
Contact No. 09431556892/09608677661
Email-epnsvk@gmail.com,
nayasawera_vikaskendra@rediffmail.com
02.12.2013
Jharkhand , Koderma, Markacho(Block),

Reserve Forest

ST,OBC community



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of
CFRs (habitat of pastoralist community
or conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed

CFR claimed based on the exiting Natural
resource, minor forest produce, forest
management CFR form 3(1)kha and 3(1)ga



Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed

Total area 322 ha under CFR Simarkundi (300ha)
& Picchri (22 ha)



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)

Not taken any steps for field visit done by
Government agencies due to area affected by
naxalities.



Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and

FRC is formed but not covering total revenue
village. Reformation of exiting FRC not done. No
awareness generation program on FRA by govt
64

recognition of CFR.


Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims

departments. At gram sabha level, support
paper for CFR (residence certificate, forest
notice, caste certificate, gramsabha member’s
signature) was recommended to SDO.
Problem faced in making of site map and
providing expense for Amin, conducting
meeting at gram sabha and getting forest land
map.
For claming CFR dominant people are trying to
capture forest land for their personal use.
There is dispute between the FRC members
regarding forest land. The FRC members are
reluctant to give approval for claiming CFR.
Villagers are threatened by the Forest ranger
while identifying and preparing CFR area. The
forest rangers also misguide the community to
take any steps for claiming CFR.

Management of community forest resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and
management plan, response from the
forest department and other
government agencies)
 Issues and problems relating to
exercising of rights over the minor forest
produce (in collection, harvesting and
marketing and response from the govt
agencies)
Issues relating to diversion of forest land and
compliance of FRA in the process of diversion:

Issues relevant to CFR recognition and
management (such as illegal relocation,
restrictions placed on forest use), where the
area falls under a Protected Area:
Actions taken by community and response from
the government:

Since FRC is not adequately functional
developing conservation and management plan
was not done by FRC as well as forest and govt
department do not assist the villagers in this
regard.
Forest department does not want to give the
forest land to be managed by individual or the
community and there is no coordination
between govt and forest department. Forest
department do not in favour of providing forest
land for harvesting purpose.

In this issue there is no awareness among the
villagers nor has the department brought
awareness for the diversion of forest land.

Community being aware of FRA have taken
initiative in preparing maps engaging private
Amin and approved by gram sabha and
submitting required supporting. Apart from
forest department, district level agencies are
giving positive response in providing awareness
generation to the community.
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Any other important issues relating to CFR:

According to FRA 13 points included for
claiming CFR but there are other issues that to
be included

Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:

Forest land user members should be given
power for executing FRA.
Village level awareness program should be
provided by govt officers.
There should be visit of govt and forest
department officials for site verification.
Time frame to be mentioned in getting the
essential documentation. FRC committee for
claiming CFR should be given some incentive.
To implement this act Abhiyan should be
started in a massive way.
PRI should be given power for executing FRA
Government officer should know about the FRA
for proper implementation
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MAHAN SANGHARSH SAMITI, MADHYA PRADESH, SINGRAULI (AMELIA)
Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:

Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka

Testimonial shared by: Kripanad Yadav, Mahan
Sangharsh Samiti.
Prepared by: Priya Pillai, Senior Campaigner ,
Greenpeace India, 09999357766,
ppillai@greenpeace.org
12/12/2013
Madhya Pradesh Singrauli Dist , Mada Tehsil
(Amelia village)



Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)

Mahan Forests



Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

ST , OTFD



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of
CFRs (habitat of pastoralist community
or conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed
 Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed
 Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)
 Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR.
 Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims
Management of community forest resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and
management plan, response from the
forest department and other
government agencies)


The FRC has recently written to the SDLC, from
the Village level forests Rights Committee
asking them to furnish all documents that can
help Amelia gram sabha to demarcate its village
forest boundaries.
It is very difficult to run any CFR process in the
village at the gram sabha level as Hindalco is
involved and strongly opposes any such process
undertaken.

Issues and problems relating to
exercising of rights over the minor forest
produce (in collection, harvesting and
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marketing and response from the govt
agencies)
Issues relating to diversion of forest land and
compliance of FRA in the process of diversion:

Issues relevant to CFR recognition and
management (such as illegal relocation,
restrictions placed on forest use), where the
area falls under a Protected Area:
Any other important issues/cases relating to
CFR:
Actions taken by community and response from
the government:

Several open caste coal mines have been
proposed in the Mahan forests (including
Mahan Coal ltd, Chatrasal , Ammelia North
block etc) which pose as a threat to the
livelihoods of forest dependent communities in
the region.
7 mines have been proposed in the Mahan
forests on which 62 villages are dependant.
Not even a single CFR claim has been
recognised in the district.
There is a strong nexus between the local
administration, companies and police in the
region which make is very difficult to run any
CFR process in the region.
The village gram sabhas are all controlled and
run by the companies and the nodal officers
work on their behalf .
6th March 2013 – A special gramsabha on FRA
was held in Ammelia village , where tehsildar,
secretary, sarpanch , patwari and police
colluded with Mahan Coal ltd officials to forge a
gramsabha resolutioin in favour of the company
, agreeing to diversion of Mahan forests for coal
mining - 1125 signatures were forged on the
resolution which also includes signatures of
dead people in the village.
Multiple letters have been written to the
district Collector (DLC) by both Mahan Sangarsh
Samiti and Greenpeace asking to quash the
resolution and to take action against those
involved in forgery, but no action has been
taken.
The Tribal Affairs Minister Sri Kishore Chandra
Singh Dev has written a letter to both the Chief
Minister of MP and Governor of MP on this
issue. But there has been no response to his
letters.

Mahan Sangharsh Samiti is filing both a civil
petition to quash the existing forged gram
sabha resolution, as well as a criminal
complaint against the concerned officials and
panchayat representatives who have been
involved in the forgery.
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Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:

Gram Sabhas and local and district level officials
are an important part of the system
implementing FRA .
The Act needs to have a stringent mechanism
in place to curb fraudulent activities where CFR
claims clash with interest of corporates
Strict accountability for violations need to not
only be put in but also followed.
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MAHAN SANGARSH SAMITI, MADHYA PRADESH, SINGRAULI (BUDHER)
Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:

Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka


Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)



Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

Presented by: Kripanad Yadav
Prepared by: Priya Pillai, Senior Campaigner,
Greenpeace India, 09999357766,
ppillai@greenpeace.org
13-12- 2013
Madhya Pradesh , Singrauli district (Budher
village).

ST and OTFD



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of
CFRs (habitat of pastoralist community
or conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed
 Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed
 Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)
 Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR.
 Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims
Management of community forest resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and
management plan, response from the
forest department and other
government agencies)
 Issues and problems relating to
exercising of rights over the minor forest
produce (in collection, harvesting and
marketing and response from the govt
agencies)

Unable to file claims as there is no information
about the village level forest rights committee
and no cooperation at all from the concerned
officials.
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Issues relating to diversion of forest land and
compliance of FRA in the process of diversion:

Issues relevant to CFR recognition and
management (such as illegal relocation,
restrictions placed on forest use), where the
area falls under a Protected Area:
Any other important issues/cases relating to
CFR:
Actions taken by community and response from
the government:

Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:

The government machinery has gone a step
ahead by telling people that they do not have
any rights in the forest and all they have is a
right to compensation for the Mahua , Tendu
and select few forest produce. The
administration along with the company (Mahan
Coal Ltd ) has circulated a format for villagers to
fill in details of the number of Mahua trees and
other forest produce collected so that it can be
quantified for compensation. There is a lot of
pressure on the community to take
compensation and not put in their CFR claims.
The company had forcefully started numbering
Mahua trees in the forest to quantify damages.
This process was supported by the
administration as well , though Mahan
Sangarsh Samiti has written multiple times to
the Collector , DFO , Asst Tribal Commissioner
etc reiterating their intent to claim CFR’s and
requested the process be initiated. The
collector has given a NOC to MoEF stating that
there are no pending CFR claims in the region.

The community has refused to fill in any
formats for compensation and has refused to
cooperate in any manner with any such
process.
On 26th and 27th of September 2013, around 400
community members, went into the forest and
stopped the numbering of Mahua Trees by the
administration and company officials.
CFR claims should be initiated in all the villages
dependant on Mahan forests.
Status co of the forest should be maintained
until all processes are completed – the company
should not be allowed any access to the forests.
The NOC by the collector should be quashed.
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ADIWASI EKTA MANCH, MADHYA PRADESH (MANDLA, MASNA)
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PARYAVARAN MITRA, MAHARASHTRA, CHANDRAPUR (TADOBA ANDHARI TIGER RESERVE)
Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:
Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka





Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)

Paryavaran Mitra, Chandrapur
Madhav Jivtode
Shankar Bharde

Maharashtra, Chandrapur, Bhadravati (Wadala
village)

Tadoba Andhari Tiger Reserve

Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of CFRs
(habitat of pastoralist community or
conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed

CFR filed in Wadala over Sec 3(1) (b), (c), (i), (k),
also filed religious rights over Tadoba and
Katezari (deities in the declared core of the
reserve).



Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed

620 ha.



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)

The claim was filed on 28. 1.13. The SDLC sent a
rejection letter on 5.3.13 citing 11 reasons
saying that CFR cannot be granted (keeping in
mind the protection and conservation of
wildlife) since the area claimed comes under a
Tiger Reserve.



Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR.



Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims

Despite sending verification notices, no officials
were present for joint verification of the claim.
Thus villages carried forward the verification
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themselves.

Issues relevant to CFR recognition and
management (such as illegal relocation,
restrictions placed on forest use), where the
area falls under a Protected Area:
Actions taken by community and response from
the government:

Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:

Since the community has field CFRs it has
unrestricted access to worship in the core.
However, some restrictions are placed on
grazing.
The Gram Sabha filed an appeal to the DLC on
4.5.13 giving reasons as to how the rejection by
the SDLC is not in accordance with FRA Act and
Rules. Attached with the appeal was a land
revenue record issued by the Collector in 2004
for land in the village which says that nistar
rights in the village have been established long
ago and that the forest department should not
create hurdles in exercise of the same.
The collector had then asked the SDLC to
resubmit the CFR claim to the DLC along with a
explanation for the reasons for rejection. This
was not done by the SDLC.
The processing of claims by the SDLC and DLC
should be done in a time bound manner.

ATTACHED: COPY OF SDLC LETTER REJCTING THE CFR CLAIM OF WADALA
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ATTACHED-APPEAL FILED BY THE WADALA GRAM SABHA AGAINST THE SDLC
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VIDARBHA NATURE CONSERVATION SOCIETY, MAHARASHTRA, GONDIA (NAGZIRA NATIONAL
PARK)

Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:
Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka




Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)
Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

Vidarbha Nature Conservation Society, Nagpur
(Lendijahri and Murpar Villages)
25/11/2013 (Complain made by wild life
managers to DLC and copy to Gramsabha)
Maharshtra,Gondia, Sadakarjuni

National Park Area

ST and OTFD



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of CFRs
(habitat of pastoralist community or
conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed

Already Sanctioned



Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed

(Ragepar-786.22,Murpar-375.69)
Already Sanctioned



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)

Already Sanctioned



Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR.



Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims
Management of community forest resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and
management plan, response from the

Committees formed under section 4(1)(e)
already constituted.
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forest department and other government
agencies)
 Issues and problems relating to
exercising of rights over the minor forest
produce (in collection, harvesting and
marketing and response from the govt
agencies)
Issues relating to diversion of forest land and
compliance of FRA in the process of diversion:
Issues relevant to CFR recognition and
management (such as illegal relocation,
restrictions placed on forest use), where the
area falls under a Protected Area:

Any other important issues/cases relating to
CFR:
Actions taken by community and response from
the government:

Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:

Despite the area of sanctuary/national Park
allotted in the CFR and the fact that grazing
rights have also been recognised, wild life
officials have been booking cases against grazing
which means that wild life officials are not
respecting/honouring the verdict of DLC. The
wild life officials have complained to DLC that
the area of Sanctuary/National Park has been
allotted by fraud thus charging the Gram Sabha,
Forest right committee, SDLC and DLC
committee with fraud.

Gramsabha request to wild life in charge to take
action against their lower sub ordinate. In
charge of wild life authority i.e. conservator of
forest wild life division have been requested to
take proper action against wild life officials and
to take action against relevant section of Indian
forest ACT i.e. section 62
Such type of cases should not be happen in
future and necessary instruction should be
issues from govt of India to state government
not to book any sort of cases against Gramsabha
especially the rights sanctioned to them
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VIDHARBHA NATURE CONSERVATION SOCIETY, MAHARASHTRA, BHANDARA (SAKOLI)
Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:
Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka




Area (Reserve Forest, Protected
Forest, Other (e.g. unclassified);
Protected Area (National Park,
Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)
Community
(ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

Vidarbha Nature Conservation Society,
Nagpur

Maharshtra, Bhandara,Sakoli

Reserve Forest

ST/OTFD



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of
CFRs (habitat of pastoralist
community or conversion of forest
village to revenue village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed


Extent of the CFR Area over which
claims are filed



Status of verification and/or
recognition of CFR claims (gram
sabha/SDLC/DLC)

CFR claims are pending still at SDLC level
despite repeated reminders orally and also
written still not sanction since may 2011

CFR Claims submitted of 14 villages

Not sanctioned. Claims are pending with
SDO level since May 2011
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Issues and problems encountered in
the process of claim making,
verification and recognition of CFR.
 Role of various governmental
agencies involved in the process of
verification and recognition of
claims
Management of community forest
resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting
committees, developing
conservation and management plan,
response from the forest
department and other government
agencies)
 Issues and problems relating to
exercising of rights over the minor
forest produce (in collection,
harvesting and marketing and
response from the govt agencies)
Issues relating to diversion of forest land
and compliance of FRA in the process of
diversion:
Issues relevant to CFR recognition and
management (such as illegal relocation,
restrictions placed on forest use), where
the area falls under a Protected Area:
Any other important issues/cases relating
to CFR:
Actions taken by community and response
from the government:
Specific recommendations and suggestions
by the community:

Repeated request to SDLC.
State Government should clear the CFR
claim in a time-bound programme
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TRANSLATION:
1. The forest area under traditional use of Murpar and Lendjheri villages in Sauk Arjuni Taluka
of Gondia district, which the villages have CFR titles over, has been kept out of bounds of the
village by the Wildlife Dept. This area has been claimed as CFR by the gram sabhas and title
has been received over it.
2. Gram Sabhas of villages Murpar, Lendjheri, Heri, Malijunga, Giroli, Rengepar in Sauk Arjuni
Taluka and villages Dhamdiyela, Mhetakheda, Basni, Piparkhari, Mehsuli, Kuisksa in Deori
Taluka should get the original copy of their CFR title.
3. CFR claims in Sakoli Taluka, Ramtek Taluka, Sauk Arjuni Taluka, Deori Taluka are still with the
administration. These should be processed and given to the communities immediately.
4. Boundaries of areas recognised as CFRs in Gadchiroli, Gondia, Nagpur, and Bhandara
districts should be mapped and recorded immediately.
5. The CFR titles must clearly mention rights, compartment numbers, and survey numbers.
6. Granting of leases on water bodies like lakes over which CFR titles have been received must
be stopped.
7. Forest villages must be converted to revenue villages. Eg. Moroshichak and Pitedongri
villages in Gadchiroli district.
8. CFR titles must be granted free of all conditions. All the conditional titles granted in Gondia
and Gadchiroli must be revised and given without any conditions.
9. Gram sabhas want to start the process of collection and selling of tendu by themselves. They
have passed resolutions regarding the same. But the forest department does not trust the
resolution and are meeting villagers to confirming this.
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10. Under PESA some villages want to sell gravel, stones etc. The rules under PESA have not
been formulated as of yet hence this law is not clear. Thus, gram sabhas are being told that
they cannot mine minor minerals.
11. Even after titles to Individual rights have been received, their record of land rights has not
been prepared. Thus they cannot avail of government schemes.
Submitted by: Ms. Kunda Tai Kirange
Murumbodi, Gadchiroli, Maharashtra
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GRAMIN SAMASSYA MUKTI TRUST, MAHARASHTRA, YAVATMAL
Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:
Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka


Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)



Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

Gramin Samassya Mukti Trust, Yavatmal.
26th November 2013.
Maharashtra, Yavatmal, Maregaon and Zari
Jamni Blocks.

Also working with Kolam Tribals, a PVTG.



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of
CFRs (habitat of pastoralist community
or conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed

32 CFR claims have been filed with the
facilitation of GSMT out of which 22 are Sec
3(1)(i). No claims under Sec 3(2) have been
filed.



Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed

7557.64 ha



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)

Out of the 32, 6 claims have been approved by
the SDLC while the rest are still with the SDO.



Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR.

For filing claims it was difficult to get
information and documents from govt officials
even after applications were given under
Rule12/4. The community then conducted
transact walks and other tools (maps drawn by
community members, information collected
through records of neighbouring villages, gram
sabha resolutions and certificates, covering
letters from the panchayats etc).
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Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims

Management of community forest resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and
management plan, response from the
forest department and other
government agencies)
 Issues and problems relating to
exercising of rights over the minor forest
produce (in collection, harvesting and
marketing and response from the govt
agencies)
Issues relating to diversion of forest land and
compliance of FRA in the process of diversion:
Issues relevant to CFR recognition and
management (such as illegal relocation,
restrictions placed on forest use), where the
area falls under a Protected Area:
Any other important issues relating to CFR:
Actions taken by the community and response
from governmental agencies:
Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:

The SDO was initially refusing to accept CFR
claims. He was oriented about the FRA. He was
ready to accept claims but insisted that the
remarks of DFO/RFO also be taken.
The collector had promised to take action of
CFRs but has not done so.
The SDLC had sent some claims to the gram
panchayats for verification. However, the gram
panchayats say that they have not received
them. RTI was filed to ask for SDLC meeting
minutes.

Gramsabha must be own the process of CFR.
Take help of govt. official regarding filing of
CFR. Focus must be on conservation and
protection of forest rather than its cutting.
Improve coordination in between line
department.
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ODISHA, NAYAGARH, RANPUR
Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:
Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka




Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)
Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

Bhagyalaxmi Biswal
7/12/2013
Odisha, Nayagarh, Ranpur.

Reserve & Revenue forest

ST & OTFD



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of
CFRs (habitat of pastoralist community
or conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed

150 claims filed from Ranpur.



Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)

2 recognised, 15 CFR claims are have to be
verified, 100 CFR claims are pending at the SDLC
level.



Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR.

Non-settlement of CFR title in mixed villages.
Forest department not supporting verification
process.



Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims
Management of community forest resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and
management plan, response from the
forest department and other
government agencies)

In Ranpur communities are contesting the
management of community forest resources
area by the forest department.
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Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:

State level advocacy and pressure for CFR
titles.
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ODISHA JUNGLE MANCH, KALAHANDI
Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:
Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka




Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)
Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

Odisha Jungle Mancha, Bhubaneswar
14th December, 2013
Odisha, Kalahandi, Rampur (Jamguda Village)

Area – Reserve Forest

Schedule Tribe (ST)



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of
CFRs (habitat of pastoralist community
or conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed

CFR claim filed with form B & C.



Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)

Received CFR title.

Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR.

FRC and Gram Sabha members conducted
verification since forest and revenue officials
refused to participate despite initiations being
sent twice.



For 1500 Acr.



Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims
Management of community forest resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and
management plan, response from the
forest department and other
government agencies)
 Issues and problems relating to
exercising of rights over the minor forest

Gram Sabha themselves constituted
management committee, developed
conservation and management plan. Forest
department supported during management
plan.

Initially, forest department had not supported
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produce (in collection, harvesting and
marketing and response from the govt
agencies)
Issues relating to diversion of forest land and
compliance of FRA in the process of diversion:
Issues relevant to CFR recognition and
management (such as illegal relocation,
restrictions placed on forest use), where the
area falls under a Protected Area:
Any other important issues/cases relating to
CFR:
Actions taken by community and response from
the government:

the villages right to collect and sell bamboo
from its CFR but transit passes were finally
granted after a lot of struggle.

The CFR title issued for only JFM area instead of
their traditional area.
Now Gram Sabha preparing to deposit claim
form for total traditional area.
Gram Sabha gave one proposal to government
to organise training programme for making on
Bamboo based materials .

Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:
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Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:
Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka


Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)

 Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed

Odisha Jungle Mancha, Bhubaneswar
14th December, 2013
Odisha, Mayurbhanj, Baripada (Budhikhamari
Gram Panchayat, village Duvia)

Reserve Forest

Schedule Tribe (ST)
CFR claim deposited at SDLC with form B & C in
2011.



Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed

300 ha



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)

CFR claim pending with the SDLC since 2011.

Management of community forest resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and
management plan, response from the
forest department and other
government agencies)

The region has a distinct history of revival of
village forests and protection by village
communities. The Gram Sabha has constituted
a management committee under the FRA.
By the effect of the recent cyclone (PHAILIN)
many trees from area claimed under CFR have
been uprooted. The Gram Sabha has decided to
harvest these timbers from their CFR area and
has demanded a transit book from FD for the
same. However, there has been no response
from the department regarding this issue.
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ODISHA JUNGLE MANCH, MAYURBHANJ
DEOGARH, ODISHA
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BANABASI CHETNA MANDAL, ODISHA, KEONJHAR

Name: Mr. Birabara Naik

“PARAMPARIKA JUANGA PIDHA MAHA SABHAN KENDUHAR6” an indigenous body of
Primitive Juanga community has applied for title of Juanga pidha7 patta (habitat rights
under Sec (1)(e) of the FRA) in the month of March-2010 by the name of Satkhand Pidha
covering 11 juang villages, Kathua Pidha covering 31 juang villages and Jhadkand Pidha
covering of 26 juang villages in the district of Kendujhar. The claims were submitted to the
the SDLC, Kendujhar in 2011. Sri.Dasarathi Juanga, Sri.Ratnakar Juanga, Sri.Lakshmidhar
Juanga have filed RTIs to the SDLC, DLC as well as Commissioner to get information on the
status of these claims but have received no reply. They have also written to the Ministry of
Tribal Affairs, Government of India about this matter but have received no reply.
Meanwhile, with habitat right of 68 Juanga villages still pending with the SDLC, the
administrative Welfare Extension Officers (WEOs) are attempting to pressurize palli sabhas
of these villages to claim CFRs. This clearly shows lack of clarity regarding habitat rights
within implementing agencies.
Secondly, the line department is forcefully constituting Forest Protection Committees under
JFM in each village for commercial plantations without the permission of the Gram Sabha &
Pidha Sabha (Pidha panchayat).
Individual Rights of FRA are being recognized only under Reserve forest & Protected Forests
but not under village forests, protected areas and revenue forests.
Thirdly, due to rampant Industrialization in Jhumpura, Zoda & Banspal blocks of Kenduhar
district FRA implementation is affected from the beginning. Sustainable livelihoods as well
as the cultural practices of Juang like the Mazanga & Changu dances are gradually vanishing.
Although a PESA area, the constitutional rights of the community are not recognised by the

6

A traditional institution of the Juanga community.
A ‘Juang pidha’ is a traditional administrative unit of the Juang community which manages and controls a
large landscape divided over six sub-pidhas which includes 68 villages out of which 35 villages are under Juang
Development Agency. The Juangs have well documented landmarks for the identification of extent of their
traditional territory which includes both revenue & forest land.
7
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government institutions in the area. There is also a booming illegal liquor business which is
adversely affecting the tribal community.
These issues are responsible for the deteriorating socio-economic conditions of the Juanga.
The organization has demanded that the above metioned issues be solved via letters to the
Chief Minister, Government of Odisha through the Collector, Kendujhar in the year 20122013 but has not received a reply.
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LOKHIT PASHU PALAK SANSTHAN, RAJASTHAN,PALI (KUMBHALGARH WILDLIFE SANCTUARY)

Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:
Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka

Lokhit Pashu-Palak Sansthan (LPPS)
www.lpps.org, lpps@sify.com, mobile
09414818564

Rajasthan, Pali district, Desuri and Bali tehsils



Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)

Kumbhalgarh Wildlife Sanctuary



Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

Pastoralists (Raika) and all 36 local castes



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of
CFRs (habitat of pastoralist community
or conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed


Kumbhalgarh Wildlife Sanctuary is to be
converted into a National Park

Five villages (Latada, Sadra, Jhuna, Joba,
Bhagora) have filed CFR

Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed

-



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)

Gram Sabha has submitted them to Sub
divisional Magistrate



Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR.



Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims

No response, despite repeated follow-up.
Forest officials say that because of
Sanctuary/National Park and a Supreme Court
order, granting of forest rights is not possible.

Management of community forest resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and
management plan, response from the
forest department and other
government agencies)
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Issues and problems relating to
exercising of rights over the minor forest
produce (in collection, harvesting and
marketing and response from the govt
agencies)
Issues relevant to CFR recognition and
management (such as illegal relocation,
restrictions placed on forest use), where the
area falls under a Protected Area:

Any other important issues/cases relating to
CFR:

A Grassia colony (Thandi beri) has built a small
dam many generations ago and used it for
agriculture; making reference to national Park,
the FD locked this up; also locked up the
ancient burial grounds of the community.
In Sumer, a school was illegally taken by FD into
forestland.
In Rajpura (Sadri), gauchar and oran land was
captured by FD.
The foresters are putting pressure especially on
pastoralists/local livestock keepers because
they are most dependent on forest. They
extract money from them without giving
receipt, threaten with upcoming National Park.
FD has also appropriated NREGA money that
should go for village development and use it to
make shoddy walls without cement that
nevertheless top people from entry into forest.
Because much less livestock is in the forest
now, wild animals (leopards) have started to
come into villages and prey there on dogs and
goats.
Earlier community was helping to put out forest
fires; now, because livestock is no longer
grazing, there are more forest, sometimes
burning for months, but nobody puts them out
any more.
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SEVA MANDIR AND VAN UTHAN SANSTHAN, RAJASTHAN, UDAIPUR (PHULWARI NI NAAL
SANCTUARY)

Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:

Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka





Area (Reserve Forest, Protected
Forest, Other (e.g. unclassified);
Protected Area (National Park,
Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)
Community
(ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

SHAILENDRA TIWARI
SEVA MANDIR,
Ms. KANKU DUNGRI
VAN UTHAN SANSTHAN (VUS), JHADOL, UDAIPUR
NOVEMBER 20,2013
RAJASTHAN, UDAIPUR, JHADOL BLOCK

RESERVED FOREST AND PROTECTED AREA (Phulwari
Ki Naal Sanctuary).

MAINLY ST



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of
CFRs (habitat of pastoralist
community or conversion of forest
village to revenue village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed

PESA (V SCHEDULE) LAW APPLICABLE

COMMUNITY PROTECTION AND CONSERVATION



Extent of the CFR Area over which
claims are filed

Area not available but roughly could be more than
2000 ha



Status of verification and/or
recognition of CFR claims (gram
sabha/SDLC/DLC)

40 claims at DLC level and 10 claims at SDLC level. 30
claims at village level-preparatory stage.



Issues and problems encountered in
the process of claim making,
verification and recognition of CFR.

There is gross lack of awareness among the
community, govt officials and people`s
representatives. Even the guideline and procedures
for CFR have not been standardized.
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Both Forest Department and Revenue Department
are reluctant and slow at the process of verification.
Role of various governmental
They take months to verify the site.
agencies involved in the process of
verification and recognition of claims The Forest Department (FD) considers previously
provisioned rights and concessions adequate and
therefore sees no value in CFR. This mindset of FD is
also a major hurdle in progress of CFR.

Management of community forest
resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting
committees, developing
conservation and management plan,
response from the forest
department and other government
agencies)
 Issues and problems relating to
exercising of rights over the minor
forest produce (in collection,
harvesting and marketing and
response from the govt agencies)
Issues relating to diversion of forest land
and compliance of FRA in the process of
diversion:
Issues relevant to CFR recognition and
management (such as illegal relocation,
restrictions placed on forest use), where
the area falls under a Protected Area:
Any other important issues/cases relating
to CFR:
Actions taken by community and response
from the government:

Specific recommendations and suggestions
by the community:

No claim received so far from the DLC, therefore this
is not applicable.

No major diversion observed

In protected area (PA) individual claims under FRA
have been conferred but Forest officials tell us that
CFR is not applicable in the PA.
In spite of government orders, the administration`s
response is lukewarm.
Community is eagerly waiting for community rights.
It is trying its best to avoid further privatization of
the forestland. Seva Mandir and Van Uthan
Sansthan a CBO are working hard at both grassroots
and advocacy level to build pressure on the
government to expedite the plight of CFR.
The law should be translated in to realization CFR
which has already been delayed for more than 5
years.
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JAN CHETNA SANSTHA, RAJASTHAN, SIROHI
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ACCORD, TAMIL NADU, GUDALUR

Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:
Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka

ACCORD, Tamil Nadu (Filled by Shruti Agarwal)
30th November 2013
Tamil Nadu, The Nilgiris, Gudalur and Pandalur
Talukas



Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)

Mudumalai Tiger Reserve, Reserve
Forest,Revenue Forest,Section 17 (disputed)
land



Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

PVTG



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of
CFRs (habitat of pastoralist community
or conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed



Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)

CFR claims under Form B-collection of firewood,
different kinds of minor forest produce and
access to water bodies, sacred groves and burial
grounds.

CFR claims were submitted in 2009. Most of
them have been returned to the Gram Sabha by
the SDLC on the pretext of lack of appropriate
evidence and ineligibility of claims on disputed
land. The other claims have been sitting at the
SDLC level since 2009.No action has been taken
on them.
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Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR.

1) The High Court Order has been
misinterpreted by all government officials to
mean that no action on any kind of claims can
be taken until the order is vacated. This has
conveniently triggered inaction on part of the
government to process the CFR claims.
2) Another important issue is the fact that a
significant chunk of the land in Gudalur Forest
Division falls has been classified as “Section
17”*land which falls under the category of
disputed land . The Gram Sabhas have been
told by the SDLC that claims on Section 17 land
are not allowed since the land is disputed and
hence, most CFR claims on Sec 17 land have
been returned to the Gram Sabhas. This is in
clear violation of Sec3 (1)(f) of the Act.
3) While the Tribal Welfare department in The
Nilgiris district claims that funds for supporting
FRCs and Gram Sabhas to file claims have been
sanctioned to the District Administration as
early as 2009, none of the funds have been
made available to the FRCs and Gram Sabhas.
For the FRCs and Gram Sabhas to conduct their
meetings where important decisions pertaining
to claims are made, funds are needed. In the
absence of funds, it is becoming very difficult
for the FRCs and Gram Sabhas to get together.



Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims

Unfortunately the role of the government
agencies has been quite counterproductive in
the entire process. Several claim forms have
been misplaced at the SDLC level and the Gram
sabhas have been informally asked to resubmit
their claims, making the legality of these claim
forms a joke.
There is very little knowledge among officials at
the range and taluk levels about the Act. In the
Gudalur Taluk particularly, government officials
responsible for the Act at the SDLC level are
transferred very frequently and every new
official comes with his or her own
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interpretation of the Act and turns things
around which leads to no progress.
FRA is also being looked upon as a scheme
rather than an Act of the Central Government
by government officials, especially the Forest
Department wherein certain committees need
to be constituted, certain number of meetings
need to be conducted, etc. The Forest
Department is also assuming the nodal role in
the process. With such attitude towards the
Act, the spirit of the Act seems to be getting
defeated.
Management of community forest resources:


Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and
management plan, response from the
forest department and other
government agencies)

The right to formulate management and
conservation plan of their community forest
resource has been discussed with communities.
There is tremendous interest among them to
take up activities like regeneration of several
indigenous species which are slowly
disappearing from their forest. However, there
is no clarity on the source and the procedure for
availing funds for the operationalization of the
plan.



Issues and problems relating to
Although claims have been made by the
exercising of rights over the minor forest communities, due to the High Court Order, they
produce (in collection, harvesting and
face harassment when they collect minor forest
marketing and response from the govt
produce.
agencies)
Issues relating to diversion of forest land and
compliance of FRA in the process of diversion:
Issues relevant to CFR recognition and
management (such as illegal relocation,
restrictions placed on forest use), where the
area falls under a Protected Area:
Any other important issues relating to CFR:
Actions taken by the community and response
from governmental agencies:
Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:
*
Brief background about Section 17 land- (http://www.forestrightsact.com/statements-andnews/48-struggle-against-forest-bureaucracy-in-tiger-reserves-massive-demonstration-in-tamilnadu)
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TRANSLATION:
To
Mr.K.C.Deo
Minister of Tribal Affairs
Shastri Bhawan
A-Wing
Dr.Rajendra Prasad Road
New Delhi-110001

Subject: Applicability of Forest Rights on Section 17 land (disputed) in Gudalur taluk, The Nilgiris
Dear Sir
Our Gram Sabha,Kadichankolly, Devarshola Panchayat, Gudalur Taluk, The Nilgiris, Tamil Nadu
approved and submitted 5 community claims to SDLC in 2009. The SDLC returned all 5 of our claims
to the Gram Sabha because the claims were made on land categorised as Section 17 under the
Gudalur Janmam Abolition Act,1969. The SDLC has said that Section 17 land is disputed land and
until the case is solved, no action can be taken on such claims.
110

While we are aware that claims can be made on disputed land under Section3(1)(f) of Forest Rights
Act, the SDLC has not processed our claims and returned them. Please find attached a copy of their
response to our claims. We request you to issue an order to the Gudalur Taluk administration to
recognise the eligibility of rights on Section 17 land and settle the claims with immediate effect.
Thanking you.
Warm regards
President
Koadichankolly Gram Sabha
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FIAN, TAMIL NADU, ERODE (SATHYAMANGALAM)
Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:

Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka

D. Guruswamy,
Secratary, FIAN Tamil Nadu,
11, P T Rajan Road 5th Street
Madurai-625002
Tel: 0452-2530707
Mob: 09443279225
tamilnadufian@gmail.com
14-12-2013
Tamil Nadu, Erode, Sathyamangalam



Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)

Reserve Forests (Community Reserve and
Revenue Land amidst Reserve Forests),
Protected Area (Tiger Reserve and Elephant
Corridor), sandal-wood rich forests, part of
western ghats.



Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

ST, OTFD, Pastoral and Transhumant
communities.



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of
CFRs (habitat of pastoralist community
or conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)

In the past, the area was under the control of
poacher (Verappan). A joint security force was
formed by the governments of Tamil Nadu and
Karnataka. There are reports of large-scale
violations of human rights against women and
men infringing civil and political rights along
with economic, social and cultural rights of
indigenous communities.

CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed


Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)



Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR.

Collection of Minor Forest Produce Sec 3(1)(c)

Joint verification of CFR not done.



Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims
Management of community forest resources:
 Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
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(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and
management plan, response from the
forest department and other
government agencies)


Issues and problems relating to
exercising of rights over the minor forest
produce (in collection, harvesting and
marketing and response from the govt
agencies)

Issues relating to diversion of forest land and
compliance of FRA in the process of diversion:
Issues relevant to CFR recognition and
management (such as illegal relocation,
restrictions placed on forest use), where the
area falls under a Protected Area:
Any other important issues/cases relating to
CFR:

Actions taken by community and response from
the government:
Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:

Lack of organisation building and capacity
building among tribal communities.
Involvement of outsiders/ intermediaries in the
procurement, collection and marketing of
minor forest produce.

Large scale land alienation for government
programmes and major projects.
Transfer of land ownership to commercial
interests.
Lack of coherent and workable schemes to
recognise CFR.
PAs under the control of Government Agencies.
Ignorance of rights from people and nonimplementation by state authorities.
Filing petitions and complaints. However, the
government is not redressing grievances.
Provide communities with relevant
programmes to enhance the bargaining
capacity of the communities. Total ban on use
of CFRs by outside agencies and individuals.
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UTTARAKHAND, CHAMOLI
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SUNDARBAN MATSYAJIBI JOUTHA SANGRAM COMMITTEE, WEST BENGAL, NORTH AND SOUTH 24
PARGANAS

Name and contact details of the
individual/organisation:
Date:
Location details for the case presented:
 State, District, Taluka




Area (Reserve Forest, Protected Forest,
Other (e.g. unclassified); Protected Area
(National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger Reserve,
Conservation Reserve, Community
Reserve) or Revenue Area)
Community (ST/OTFD/PVTG/pastoralist)

Sundarban Matsyajibi Joutha Sangram
Committee
5.12.13
West Bengal, North and South 24 Parganas

Reserve Forest, National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger
reserve (Sunderbans).

Traditional Fisher People, ST and SC



Other location-specific comments
relevant to claiming/ recognition of CFRs
(habitat of pastoralist community or
conversion of forest village to revenue
village etc.)
CFR claims:
 Nature of CFR claims filed


Extent of the CFR Area over which claims
are filed



Status of verification and/or recognition
of CFR claims (gram sabha/SDLC/DLC)



Issues and problems encountered in the
process of claim making, verification and
recognition of CFR.

The communities reside in Sundarban
Biosphere Area but except a few, most of them
reside outside the areas covered by Reserve
Forest, National Park, Sanctuary, Tiger reserve
but are traditionally dependent upon MFR of
these areas for their livelihood. While
implementing FRA, the North and South
Paraganans were conveniently left out even
though an initial Government Order sent to the
district magistrates in March 2008 included
North and South 24 Paraganas. The forest
department, meanwhile, had declared the socalled ‘core’ of the tiger project (after
unilaterally extending the area) as a critical
tiger habitat on 2007 December, just a day
before the FRA came into force. The point the
forest officers tried to stress that the
sunderbans is a human-free zone and hence the
question of settlement of rights according to
the Wild Life Protection 2006 Amendment and
Forest Rights Act 2006 does not arise at all.
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Role of various governmental agencies
involved in the process of verification
and recognition of claims

The Backward Class Welfare Department of
Govt. of West Bengal, identified 11 out of 18
districts of West Bengal for implementation of
FRA , but excluded 2 districts namely North and
South 24 Parganas covering most important
forest of the state – Sundarban. Hence the
deserving fisher people did not have any scope
of formation of Gram Sabhas and place any CFR
claim. On the other hand they are regularly
facing atrocities of forest department.
Forest Department is opposed to recognise FRA.
It is still illegally controlling the forest area and
issuing very selective permission to some of the
fisher people to fish and collect honey in buffer
areas.

Management of community forest resources:


Issues and problems faced in
management of CFR under FRA
(particularly in constituting committees,
developing conservation and
management plan, response from the
forest department and other
government agencies)



Issues and problems relating to
exercising of rights over the minor forest
produce (in collection, harvesting and
marketing and response from the govt
agencies)

Issues relating to diversion of forest land and
compliance of FRA in the process of diversion:
Issues relevant to CFR recognition and
management (such as illegal relocation,
restrictions placed on forest use), where the
area falls under a Protected Area:

Conservation and Management Plan is being
discussed at different levels in the community
and is yet to take a shape. Such plan can only be
completed with the participation of different
stake holders but in absence of recognition and
clarity, preparation of comprehensive plan
could not take shape. And also implementation
of such plan will depend up on recognition of
FRA in general and CFR in particular to the
fishing community.

As per present practice Forest Department
issues passes to the fisher people for collecting
honey from the forest during a particular
season for 15 days and all the honey collected
are taken away by the Forest Development
Corporation.

The Sundarban Tiger Reserve (STR) was
declared in 1973 and around 1300 Sq Km out of
4000 Sq Km was transformed as “core area”
without any legal validity. It is still illegal.
In December 2007, immediately before date of
effect of FRA around 423 Sq. Km was further
declared as “core area” and was taken in STR
without any consent or discussion of the
community. This was also an illegal activity.
Recently around 400 acres of forest areas has
been transformed into wild life sanctuary with
same unilateral process.
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Any other important issues/cases relating to
CFR:
Actions taken by community and response from
the government:

Our organisation has placed demand to the
state government to identify North and South
24 Parganas districts for implementation of FRA
2006 and issue circular to the administrative
authorities so that they recognise Gram Sabhas
constituted by fisher people and start
processing the claims of CFR received through
such Gram Sabhas.
Community is struggling for both long term and
short term issues. Apart from demanding FRA
there are demands like access to fishing for all
the genuine fishers, restriction of unscrupulous
tourism, effluent discharge, destructive fishing,
polluting fish culture etc.

Specific recommendations and suggestions by
the community:
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